CS 111
Instructor: Kangmei Yang
Lab Grades

12% assignments (about 12)
-Every week

6% lab exercise

2% participation on Blackboard Discussion
Contact Me

If you have any difficulty or question regarding the materials of this class, you may reach me by email or talk to me during virtual office hour.

Email: Kangmei.yang@gmail.com

Office Hour:
Monday/Thursday: 3:30PM – 3:50PM
Exercise Submission

All homework should be organized and well-formatted.

Programs that are unable to COMPILE and Run will receive at most 85%.

Exercise submission Email Address:
cs.qc.yang@hotmail.com

Email Subject headline: CS111 follow by firstname lastname and exercise number and type
SSH

Use the Terminal Program for Mac and PowerShell for Windows

ssh your_login@venus.cs.qc.cuny.edu

you_login:
- first 2 letters of your last name followed by
- first 2 letters of your first name followed by
- last 4 digits of your CUNYfirst ID

e.g. yaka5678

Password:
- 8 digits of your CUNYfirst ID

e.g. 12345678